
We Go into The Dark Web to Keep You Out of It.
Want to know if your company’s credentials are on 
the Dark Web? Request your free live Dark Web 
scan today.
netutils.com/dark-web-scan/

Did you know 
60% of SMBs 
will go out of 
business within 
6 months of a 
cyber incident?

Proactively Protect Your Business 
with Cyber Security Best Practices.

The reality is, once employee credentials or sensitive data is exposed on 
the Dark Web, your information cannot ever be completely removed 
or hidden. You cannot file a complaint or contact a support line to 
demand your data be removed. Once identified your company should 
take immediate action and appropriate steps to correct and minimise 
the risk and potential damage.

Identify, understand and learn from past mistakes or 
failures, and adopt a more proactive and preventative 
approach to your business’ cyber security strategies 
moving forward.

Change
all passwords

Your Credentials 
Have Been 
Compromised.

Now What?

Alert
all employees

Establish
strict policies

NetUtils Infographic | Dark Web

NetUtils Free Tools | Live Dark Web Scan

Did you know 
81% of breaches 
are caused by 
credential theft?

Implement multi-factor 
authentication

Ongoing security awareness 
training

Consider a password 
management solution

Perform regular risk 
assessments 

Monitor for breaches and 
threats

Back up everything

Invest in cyber insurance

About NetUtils

NetUtils are a leading UK specialist integrator of network, security and data solutions 
for enterprise, telco, MSPs and ISPs. With more than 27-years history and over 400 
enterprise and service provider clients including household names across finance, 
education, public sector, manufacturing and healthcare, NetUtils brings its customers 
the depth and breadth of people, technologies and services to improve business 
performance in this ever-changing digital world.
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